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Abstract: In this paper, the stability of inviscid parallel flow between two parallel walls 
is studied. Firstly, it is obtained that the velocity profile of the base flow for this classical 
problem is a uniform flow. Secondly, it is shown that the solution of the disturbance 
equation is cr=U and ci=0, i.e., the propagation speed of the disturbance equals the flow 
velocity and the disturbance in this flow is neutral. Finally, it is suggested that the 
classical Rayleigh theorem on inflectional velocity instability is incorrect which states 
that the necessary condition for instability of inviscid parallel flow is the existence of an 
inflection point on the velocity profile.  
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1. Introduction 
Stability of parallel flows is the basis of modern flow stability theory. The 
Rayleigh theorem on inflectional instability is a fundamental theorem on inviscid stability 
theory. This theorem is found in many text books and employed in the scientific 
community since Rayleigh published his classical work in 1880 [1].  However, this 
theorem is facing some challenges today as it appears to contradict some experimental 
observations.  
In the classical theory for flow instability, Rayleigh (1880) first developed a 
general linear stability theory for inviscid parallel shear flows, and showed that a 
necessary condition for instability is that the velocity profile has a point of inflection [1]. 
Heisenberg (1924) showed that if a velocity distribution allows an inviscid neutral 
disturbance with finite wave-length and non-vanishing phase velocity, the disturbance 
with the same wave-length is unstable in the real fluid when the Reynolds number is 
sufficiently large [2]. Later, Tollmien (1935) succeeded in showing that Rayleigh’s 
criterion also constitutes a sufficient condition for the amplification of disturbances for 
velocity distributions of the symmetrical type or of the boundary-layer type [3]. However, 
Lin (1944) has shown where a point of inflexion is present in the velocity distribution, a 
neutral disturbance does not exist [4]. In other word, Rayleigh’s criterion is not a 
sufficient condition for instability (the reason was further clarified by Fjrtoft (1950) [5]).  
In the analysis for boundary layer flow, it is found that viscosity may play dual roes with 
respect to stability. Lin was able to demonstrate the different influences of viscosity on 
the disturbance amplification at low Re and high Re. His conclusions are as follows. For 
small viscosity (high Re), the effect of viscosity is essentially destabilizing and an 
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increase of Re gives rise to more stability. For large viscosity (low Re), viscosity plays a 
stabilizing role via the dissipation of energy.  Fjrtoft (1950) gave a further necessary 
condition for inviscid instability, that there is a maximum of vorticity for instability; he 
also gave the second further necessary condition for inviscid instability, 
0)(''  IPUUU  (see Fig.1) [5]. Therefore, it is well known that inviscid flow with 
inflectional velocity profile is unstable, while inviscid flow with no inflectional velocity 
profile is stable [6-10].   
(1) Rayleigh theorem contradicts to experimental observations. The pipe 
Posiseuille flow and plane Couette flow are judged as inviscid stable according to 
Rayleigh theorem since there is no inflection point on their velocity profiles.  This means 
that these flows for real fluids are stable in the inviscid limit. However, there is no doubt 
that these flows for real fluid are actually unstable and transit to turbulence at certain high 
Re. This may indicate that viscosity induces flow instability.  On the other hand, from 
experiments [11-12], one can deduce that viscosity always plays stable role in these flows. 
Thus, Rayleigh theorem appears to contradict the experimental observations in these 
flows. A possible explanation is that these velocity profiles without inflection point are 
really inviscid unstable, and viscosity addition makes the flow becoming stable. When Re 
tends towards infinity, the flow becomes unstable, which is consistent with the assumed 
inviscid instability. Such explanation seems more reasonable. On consideration of these 
experimental observations, the Rayleigh theorem needs to be further examined.  
(2) Rayleigh theorem contradicts to energy gradient theory. Recently, we 
proposed a new approach, named as energy gradient theory (EGT), to explain flow 
instability and transition to turbulence [13-18]. The critical condition calculated at 
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turbulent transition as determined by experiments shows consistent agreement among 
parallel flows [13-14] and Taylor-Couette flows [15]. When the theory is considered for 
both parallel and curved shear flows, three important theorems on flow stability have 
been deduced [17]. These theorems are: (1) Potential flow (inviscid and irrotational) is 
stable. This theorem is easily understood since a potential flow is of a uniform energy 
filed. A disturbance could not be amplified in a uniform energy filed. (2) Inviscid 
rotational (inviscid and nonzero vorticity) flow is unstable. This theorem means that 
inviscid rotational flow is unstable and the addition of viscosity may make the flow stable, 
which is consistent with the experimental observations. This theorem also means that an 
inflection point on the velocity profile in inviscid flow is not a necessary condition for 
instability, which contradicts the Rayleigh theorem. (3) Velocity profile with an 
inflectional point is unstable for pressure driven flows, for both inviscid and viscous 
flows. This theorem is in accord with several experimental observations and numerical 
simulations for viscous flows [11,12,18-22]. The energy gradient theory also showed that 
viscosity has only stabilizing role in parallel flows and circular flows [17-18]. 
Since the Rayleigh theorem and the energy gradient theory contradict each other, 
there is at least one to be wrong between them. Following these comparisons and 
analyses, there is the motivation to examine further the validity of the Rayleigh theorem. 
In present study, the stability problem of inviscid parallel flow between two parallel walls 
is employed for the study. It will be shown that the classical Rayleigh Theorem on 
inflectional velocity instability is incorrect.  
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2. Rayleigh Equation 
 It should be distinguished between the base flow and the mean flow. However, for 
linear disturbance, since the perturbation is infinitesmall, the mean flow is the same as the 
base flow, but, the concept is different. In the following, we employ the formulation 
found in [7]. 
Let the base flow, which may be regarded as steady, be described by its Cartesian 
velocity components U,V,W and its pressure P, the corresponding quantities for the 
disturbance will be denoted by u’, v’, w’ (u’ in streamwise, v’ in transverse, and w’ in 
spanwise directions) and p’, respectively. Hence, in the resultant motion the velocity 
components and the pressure are  
'uUu  , 'vVv  , 'wWw  , 'pPp  .     (1) 
Substituting the above expressions into the Euler equation for inviscid flow and 
subtracting the equation for the base flow, the linearized equation of disturbance can be 
obtained [1, 6-10]. 
 It is assumed that the disturbance is two-dimensional (2D), then a stream function 
is introduced. The stream function representing a single oscillation of the disturbance is 
assumed to be of the form 
)()(),,( txieytyx   ,       (2) 
where   is a real quantity and   is a complex quantity, ir i  . Dividing   by  , 
a complex quantity c is obtained, ir iccc   / . Here, rc  is the speed of the wave 
propagating and ic  expresses the degree of damping or amplification of the disturbance 
( ic =0, neutral disturbance; ic <0, the disturbance decays; ic >0, the disturbance 
amplified).  Thus, 
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)()('' txiey
y
u  
 ,       (3) 
)()(' txieyi
x
v  
 .       (4) 
Introducing these values into the linearized inviscid equation of the disturbance, the 
following ordinary differential equation is obtained [1, 6-10],  
0'')'')(( 2   UcU ,       (5) 
which is known as the frictionless stability equation, or Rayleigh’s equation. For inviscid 
parallel flow between two walls,  
 21, yyy  ,   .0         (5a) 
 
3. Rayleigh’s necessary condition for instability of inviscid flows 
 
Following the formulation in [7], one can re-write Eq.(5) as 
0'''' 2   cU
U .       (6) 
Next, we multiply Eq.(6) by * , the complex conjugate of  , then obtain [1, 6-10] 
0''''* **2   cU
U .      (7) 
Then, integrating the above equation by part over y, using Eq.(5a), the imaginary part of 
the resulting equation is 
0
''
2
1 2
2
 
y
yi dy
cU
U
c

.        (8) 
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If the disturbance is amplified, ic is larger than zero. It can be seen that for the equality to 
be valid ''U  has to change sign over the integration space. Thus, there should be at least 
one point over the distance between 1y  and 2y  at which ''U =0. In other words, it is 
necessary that there is an inflection point on the velocity profile for flow instability. This 
is the famous Rayleigh theorem [1].  
 
4. Re-visiting: Solution of Rayleigh Equation 
4.1 Solution of the Base Flow 
Before the stability of a linear disturbance to a base flow is analyzed, the base 
flow should be first solved. This can be done for the following inviscid parallel flows.   
 In the Cartesian coordinates expressed in Fig.2, the Euler equation and the 
continuity equation for steady incompressible flow read, 
 
x
p
y
UV
x
UU 


 ,        (9) 
y
p
y
VV
x
VU 


 ,        (10) 
.0


y
V
x
U         (11) 
The boundary conditions are  
0U  and 0V  at hy  .  
As is well known, any shapes of velocity profile of U satisfy the above Euler 
equations and the boundary conditions. However, not all these velocity profiles are the 
physical solutions of the Euler equations.  Actually, there is a unique solution of the 
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Euler equation between two parallel walls which accords with the physics. This unique 
solution is U(y)=Const.  In the following, we will give a complete and strict proof on the 
uniqueness of the solution of the Euler equations within two parallel walls.   
  In above Eqs.(9-11), there are three unknowns U, V and p with the three 
equations, and thus the system is closed. 
 Since 0V  for the parallel flow, then we have 0

y
p  from Eq.(10).  
Since 0V  for the parallel flow, then we have 0

x
U , or )(yUU   from 
Eq.(11).  With these, we obtain 0

x
p  from Eq.(9). 
 Considering 0

x
p  and 0

y
p , we obtain,  
 p(x,y)=Const.         (12) 
 Thus, the pressure p is a constant in inviscid parallel flows.     
Introducing Eqs.(9) and (10) into Eq.(11), we obtain the functional relation, 
0),,( PVUf .        (13) 
Now, we introduce a constraint 0V  for parallel flows to be considered, Eq.(13) 
becomes 
0),( PUf ,         (14) 
or          U=f(p).         (15) 
Thus, U=U(y) is a function of p only. Since p is a constant in the flow field (Eq.(12)), we 
have, 
U(y)=Const.         (16) 
The constant in Eq.(16) is determined by the slip velocity at the walls.  
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Thus, the only available solution of Euler equation between two parallel walls is 
the uniform flow (see Fig.2). 
 
Alternatively, above conclusion can also be directly obtained as follow. Let us set 
0V  for the problem of the inviscid parallel flow in Eqs.(9) to (11), then the Eq. (10) is 
removed or Eq.(10) does not exist. Thus, the Eqs.(9) and (11) become Eqs.(17) and (18), 
respectively,  
x
p
x
UU 

 ,         (17) 
.0

x
U           (18) 
The boundary conditions are  
0U   at hy  .  
The Eqs.(17) and (18) show that the inviscid parallel flow becomes a pure one-
dimensional (1D) flow problem. There is no any U dependent on y.  This means that all 
the U along y direction is the same (slug flow).  Obviously, the solutions for Eq.(17) and 
(18) are respectively as, 
 tconsxp tan)(  ,        (19) 
tconsxU tan)(  .        (20) 
Therefore, both the velocity U and the pressure p are constants in the whole flow field. 
The solutions of Eqs.(19) and (20) are consistent with Eqs.(12) and (16).  In summary, it 
is concluded that the unique solution of the Euler equations between two parallel 
walls is the uniform flow  (slug flow) (see Fig.2).   
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As pointed out before, we know that there are numerous of arbitrary solutions for 
the Euler equation for parallel flows. We need to explain why these arbitrary solutions of 
the Euler equation for parallel flows are incorrect physically. In the flow field, all the 
flow variables are coupled, and they are mutually dependent each other. In other words, 
the contributions from these variables are balanced each other. For parallel flows, these 
variables are the velocity U and the pressure p since the velocity V is zero everywhere.  
Thus, the distribution of U(y) is balanced by the variation of the pressure p.  If U(y) is 
non-uniform along the y direction, the pressure p should be non-uniform too. This 
contradicts the observations in Eqs.(9-11) that 0

x
p  and 0

y
p . As such, in order to 
accordance to the flow physics ( 0

x
p  and 0

y
p ), U(y) should be uniform along the y 
direction. Therefore, it is concluded that the arbitrary solution of the Euler equation 
for parallel flows is incorrect physically. 
 
4.2 Solution of the Disturbance Equation 
The solution of the disturbance equation Eq.(5) is shown below with the unique 
solution of the base flow between two parallel walls. From Eq.(16), we obtain  
0'';0'  UandU .       (21) 
Introducing 0'' U  into Eq.(5), we have 
0)'')(( 2  cU .         (22) 
There are two possible solutions for Eq.(22),  
0)(  cU ,          (23) 
and  
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0)''( 2   .         (24) 
For Eq.(23), we have the solution (noticing ir cicc  ), 
CUcr   and  0ic .        (25) 
For Eq.(24), we have  2''  , and the general solution to this differential 
equation is then 
yy eBeBy   21)(     ( 1B  and 2B  are constants).    (26) 
Applying the boundary condition, hy  , 0  (see Fig.2); then, it is found that Eq.(26) 
has no solution except 0)( y . Thus, it is concluded that Eq.(24) has no solution under 
the given boundary conditions. 
Therefore, the linear perturbation equation of inviscid flow between two parallel 
walls has only one solution CUcr  and 0ic . This means that the propagating 
speed of the disturbance in inviscid uniform flows is a constant and the amplification rate 
of the amplitude of the disturbance is neutral.  
As can be seen above, since the base flow is CU   with 0'' U  in the whole 
domain and Eq.(5) degrades to Eq.(22), Eq.(6) needs not necessarily exist for inviscid 
parallel flows. Thus, the Rayleigh criterion may not exist. As such, the Rayleigh theorem 
on the inflectional instability of inviscid parallel flow is incorrect. 
 
It is seen from Eqs.(12) and (16) or Eqs.(19) and (20) that the uniform flow is the 
unique solution for inviscid parallel flow which satisfies the Euler equation and the slip 
boundary conditions. Thus, it is impossible that there are options of inflection point 
existing or not on the velocity profile of the base flow for the inviscid parallel flow.  
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The reason why Rayleigh theorem is incorrect is due to that the solution of the 
base flow is assumed to have arbitrary shapes of velocity profiles (as in Fig.1) which is 
incorrect physically.  In present study, we introduce the constraint 0V  for inviscid 
parallel flows, a unique solution for the base flow is obtained, i.e., uniform flow. Since 
the constraint 0V  is truly suitable for parallel flows, this solution accords with the 
physics.   
 
5. Discussion 
The energy gradient method showed that the necessary and sufficient condition 
for instability of inviscid parallel flows is the non-zero vorticity [17]. According to this 
criterion, for pipe Poiseuille flow, plane Poiseuille flow, and plane Couette flow, they are 
inviscid unstable. The addition of viscosity causes the flow to become less unstable. 
When the Re tends to infinity, the flow approaches the inviscid flow limit and is hence 
unstable in terms of criterion. Therefore, this criterion is consistent with the experimental 
observations [11,12,19,20].   
 
Figure 3 shows the evolution of the stability bahaviour of velocity profile 
between two parallel walls with the variation of viscosity  .  It can be observed:  
(a) When   is large (Re is low), the laminar profile of parabola between the two 
parallel walls is stable.  
(b) When   is reduced (Re is high), the velocity profile becomes less stable. 
(c) When   tends to zero (Re tends to infinite), the flow approaches the inviscid 
flow state;  it is unstable according to the energy gradient method.  
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(d) When   is zero (inviscid flow), the velocity profile between the two parallel 
walls is a uniform flow. It is in a stable state of inviscid flow. 
 
If the velocity profile of parabola between the two parallel walls is assumed to be 
inviscid (e.g.,  Fig.3(c)), this profile is unstable due to the non-zero vorticity, and it is not 
in a stable state. It will attempt to approach its stable state: uniform flow (Fig.3(d)).  The 
role of inviscid flow part in real flows is always trying to flatten the velocity profile 
tending towards the uniform flow.  In most cases, the flow is always trying to assume its 
most stable state under the roles of energy gradient and perturbation. This is the reason 
why instability occurs in inviscid flow as well as in viscous flow.  
 
The existence of inflection point on the velocity profile is related to instability of 
viscous flows [18]. The energy gradient method showed that an inflection point on the 
velocity profile leads to instability for transition to turbulence for pressure driven flows 
[18], but for shear-driven flows, its existence is neither a necessary nor a sufficient 
condition for turbulent transition [19].  
 
5. Conclusions 
The inviscid base flow between two parallel walls is the uniform flow from the 
Euler equation with the slip boundary condition. Its first and second derivatives are both 
zero everywhere. For this flow, the solution of the linearly perturbed equation (Rayleigh 
equation) is Ucr   and 0ic . That is, the propagating speed of disturbance is the same 
as that of base flow and the disturbance is neutral.  There is no possibility of inflection 
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point existence in inviscid parallel flows. As a result, the inviscid parallel flow between 
two parallel walls is stable and it is suggested that the classical Rayleigh theorem is 
incorrect.   
The energy gradient method showed that the necessary and sufficient condition 
for instability of inviscid parallel flows is the non-zero vorticity. This theorem is 
consistent with the experimental observations.  The energy gradient method also showed 
that velocity profile with an inflectional point is unstable for pressure driven flows for 
viscous fluids. This theorem is in accord with several experimental observations and 
numerical simulations for viscous flows.  
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   (a)     (b) 
 
              
 
   (c)     (d) 
 
Fig.1 Four candidate inviscid velocity profiles evaluated from Rayleigh Theorem (1880) 
and Fj rtoft Theorem (1950) (adapted from White, 1991; and Drazin and Reid, 2004).　  
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Fig.2  Inviscid parallel flow between two parallel walls; the base flow is a uniform flow. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.3  Evolution of stability bahaviour of velocity profile between two parallel walls with 
the variation of viscosity.  
 
 
 
 
 
